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In this work we investigate the Ag nanoparticle doping of TiOx used as an intermediate layer between subcells of a tandem organic
photovoltaic. We use a model polymer cell structure of P3HT:TiOx:PEDOT:P3HT to observe charge-trapping effects as a function
of nanoparticle content in the TiOx, as determined by the shape of the dark and illuminated current voltage curves of the devices.
There is a direct correlation between the amount ofAgnanoparticles in theTiOx, and interfacial charge buildup, and charge trapping
being completely mitigated at around 0.2%mol. This suggests that such doping schemes might provide a simple approach to the
creation and use of TiOx layers for tandem cells.

1. Introduction

Polymer-based organic solar cells in single-layer bulk het-
erojunction have now demonstrated power conversion effi-
ciencies (PCEs) of between 7%–9% [1–3]. These efforts
have improved the solar cell performance by modifying the
chemical structure [4, 5] of the polymers or of the bulk
heterojunction acceptor [6] which has yielded improvements
to the filling factor (FF) through better packing and the short
circuit current density (Jsc) through smaller bandgaps. How-
ever, the PCE of such cells remains limited by the open circuit
voltage (Voc) [7], which arises from the difference between
donor highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level and
acceptor lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level
[8, 9]. Given the optical absorption bandgap and the need to
set the acceptor levels sufficiently below the polymer’s LUMO
for efficient exciton separation, increasing the Voc in a single-
layer bulk heterojunction device can be challenging.

A popular approach to increasing the Voc in such cir-
cumstances is the use of a series-connected solar cell con-
figuration: a “tandem solar cell,” in which two or three
polymer solar cells with different optical bandgaps, matched
across the solar spectrum, are stacked together [10]. Typically,
in tandem devices, there is an interconnection layer (ICL)
between the subcells that serve to allow current flow through

the device. This interlayer has to be sufficiently conductive
and transparent for charge and light to pass unimpeded.
This further requires the Fermi level to be in a specific
range depending on the LUMO of the front-cell acceptor
and HOMO of the back-cell donor for the charge collection
and voltage add up. Finally, since this ICL can allow for the
recombination of electrons generated by the front cell and the
holes from the back cell (for noninverted subcells), mobility
must be high, meaning no charge trapping. Examples of
interlayers successfully demonstrated to meet some of these
requirements and connect the subcells are ultrathin metal
films of silver or gold [11, 12]; vacuum deposited metal oxide
(i.e., indium tin oxide (ITO), molybdenum trioxide (MoO3)
[13, 14] or solution processed metal oxides (such as Titanium
Oxide and Zinc Oxide)) [15].

Most studies insert TiOx or ZnOx as an electron transport
layer (ETL), together with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) between the front cell
and back cell, that provides a region for holes generated
by the front cell and electrons transported from the back
cell. But these suffer from insufficient electron mobility and
result in a space charge trapping that leads to a fill factor
reduction in tandemdevices using ZnO [16] and TiOx [17, 18]
as ETL. However, when irradiated with UV light, such as
from a solar simulator with the UV filter removed, mobility
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is restored as a charge balance in both ZnO and TiOx cases
[17–19]. This effect has been interpreted as UV-stimulated
detrapping of charge traps between the conductive PEDOT,
which can be treated as metallic hole conductor, and then
type semiconductive metal oxide (TiOx or ZnOx) [16, 17].
We note that an opposite phenomenon has been observed
in Pandey et al.’s work [20], and this could be attributed
to the Fermi level variation owing to the surface states
and impurities for nanoporous TiO2 films mentioned in the
literature, which is different from our method.

In this study, we present an alternative method for
electron activation. Following the work of photosensors
[21], we employ the use of silver nanoparticles to dope the
metal oxide. Focusing on solution-processed TiOx, we show
that improvements in the conductivity and charge carrier
mobility can be similar to those in the UV-activated case
[21, 22]. Similar effect has been observed by Liu and Nunzi
[23] by depositing 1 nm gold nanoparticles between two
subcells in an inverted tandem cell configuration for space
charge removal, which confirms our observation. This is
demonstrated in a model P3HT system; however, the results
can be applied to polymer devices with different bandgaps in
the subcells, allowing for more efficient spectral splitting and
charge collection generally.

2. Experiment

The detailed recipe for the preparation of TiOx sol-gel solu-
tions has been reported elsewhere in the literature [24, 25].
Briefly, the sol gel is prepared from the hydrolysis of titanium
(IV) isopropoxide (Aldrich, 99.9%) by water with the present
of nitric acid (HNO3) [26] as catalyst and acetylacetone as
chelating agent [18] under vigorous stirring. The obtained
clear gel is heated in an oven at 60∘C for 24 hours and aged
for three days. Silver doping was achieved by subsequently
dissolving silver nitrate in distilled water and added in
TiOx solution (0.2 w.t.% in ethanol) by 0.1mol%, 0.2mol%,
0.4mol%, and 1.0mol%.Afterwhite light illumination during
stirring for 24 hours, silver nanoparticleswill be formed in the
solution.

Prepatterned indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass sub-
strates (Delta Technologies) were cleaned by detergent and
ozone treated for 30min after drying in a vacuum oven.
A blend solution of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) (Reike Metal) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) (as received from NANO.C) at a ratio of
1 : 0.8 in chlorobenzene was spun cast onto the poly(3,4-eth-
ylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS
4083), a 40 nmhole transporting layer formed by spin coating
at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds, coated substrates at 1500 rpm for
30 sec. A thin layer of TiOxwith silver doping ratio of 0mol%
(D00), 0.1mol% (D01), 0.2mol% (D02), 0.4mol% (D04), and
1.0mol% (D10) was spin coated at 1000 rpm on top of active
layer. After the second PEDOT:PSS (PH500) film (∼100 nm)
was formed and baked at 130∘C for 10min, the back cell from
the same P3HT:PCBM blend solution was spun casted at
1500 rpm to keep the thickness the same as the front active
film. After the film was dried, the devices were transferred

to a vacuum chamber (<1.0 ∗ 10−6 torr) for LiF (0.3 nm) and
aluminum (100 nm) back contact deposition.

The solar cells were tested using a standard AM 1.5 g
solar simulator at 100mW/cm2. The active area of the devices
is carefully masked while testing and determined to be
between 0.08∼0.12 cm2. The current-voltage characteristics
are collected by Keithley 230.

3. Result and Discussion

The formed TiOx particles in thin film by spun casting
this solution on glass substrate can be seen in the Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) image in
Figure 1. The particles are closely packed in the film with
an average size of 30 nm, which is comparable to literature
stated [27, 28]. The TEM images in Figure 1(b) confirm a
uniform porous TiOx matrix formed by this sol-gel method.
By adding silver nitrite water solution in the TiOx ethanol
solution and illuminated with white light for 24 hours, the
silver nanoparticles are decomposed from silver nitrite and
distributed uniformly in the TiOx matrix with a size of
5∼10 nm. This can be observed as black spots by TEM in
Figure 1(c) comparing with the nondoped film.

With a work function of 4.27 eV ± 0.05 eV, the sol-
gel-derived amorphous titanium oxide (TiOx) should
act as an electron-transporting layer (ETL) [29] in the
solar cell. To test the TiOx performance as ETL in
single-junction device, solar cells in the structure of
ITO/PEDOT:PSS(4083)/P3HT:PCBM/TiOx/Al were fabri-
cated and characterized by the IV curve under one sun illu-
mination as shown in Figure 2(a). It is clear that the
device with nondoped TiOx film exhibits an “s-shaped”
JV curve near Voc. This indicates that space charge has
been built up between cathode and active layer due to the
insufficient charge carrier mobility, which corresponds to a
low filling factor of 0.405 [19]. Once a small amount of silver
nanoparticles (0.1mol%) are added, the trapped charge, as
indicated by the JV curve shape, has been removed, and
a higher fill factor can be achieved (FF = 0.446). This was
confirmed by performing a JV measurement (Figure 2(b))
on a diode fabricated by inserting TiOx layer between ITO
and aluminum. Further increasing the doping level raises the
fill factor to 0.605 at 0.2mol%.

Since the electron tends to go to a higher-energy level
from acceptor LUMO (−3.7 eV) to cathode Fermi level
(−4.06 eV), the electron transporting layer work function
needs to be high enough to maintain the Voc. The nondoped
TiOx layer work function was measured to be 4.27 ± 0.05 eV,
which is similar to other studies [17]. This suggests the
silver nanoparticles (work function= 4.5∼4.7 eV) increase the
work function as expected. The Voc (∼0.66V ± 0.02) was
relatively constant at low levels of doping between 0.1mol%
and 0.4mol%. However, it starts to drop by 10% at a higher
doping (1.0mol%) due to the work function increase up to
4.79 eV ± 0.03 eV as measured.

The ICL in tandem cell serves as a charge recombination
layer for electron transported from the acceptor of front cell
and the hole generated by the back cell and has to be both
transparent to visible radiation and electrically compatible
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) FE-SEM image for TiOx thin film spun casted on glass substrate and TEM images on TiOx thin film (b) with 0.4mol% silver
nanoparticles and (c) without silver.
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Figure 2: (a) Single junction device performance under standard illumination with TiOx as electron transport layer and (b) electronmobility
in TiOx thin film diode without doping (black square) and doped by silver nanoparticles.

with the two subcells [30]. In our study, the combination of
TiOx (with and without doping) as ETL and PEDOT:PSS
as hole transport layer (HTL) was used as ICL between
two identical absorbing layers composed of P3HT:PCBM
at a ratio of 0.8. The thickness of the active layer of front
cell has been kept the same as that in the back cell for
all devices. The transparency of ETL thin films (with and
without silver nanoparticles) was tested and is shown in
Figure 3(a). It shows the transmission of 98% over the range
of 300 nm to 1000 nm. The doped TiOx has a thickness
of 20 nm in this study. In terms of the electrical behavior,
however, the PEDOT has a work function of 5.2 eV, which
induces a Schottky barrier at the interface between PEDOT
and TiOx, leading to an insufficient charge recombination
and voltage loss. The diodes in Figure 3(b) have a struc-
ture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS (PH500)/TiOx(silver)/Al, and the

undoped diode shows a Schottky curve while the doped
diodes show ohmic contacts, which aids in charge transfer.
From this we conclude that the doped layers should allow for
light and charge transfer within the tandem structure.

The tandem devices were fabricated by inserting
the above intermediate layers between two identical
P3HT:PCBM bulk-heterojunction subcells, and the back
contact was the combination of LiF and aluminum. As shown
in Figure 4, the IV curve for the device fabricated by non-
doped TiOx/PEDOT:PSS as interlayer has a “S” shaped
curve under standard illumination near Voc, which is the
Schottky barrier caused by the interface between TiOx
and PEDOT:PSS, resulting in a low filling factor of 0.373
and Voc ∼ 1.135V with a potential loss. With a small
amount of silver nanoparticles in TiOx (0.1mol%), the “S”
shape is partly corrected. Increasing the silver further to
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Figure 3: (a) IV characteristic of devices with structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TiOx/Al diode and (b) transmission with TiOx thin film at
changing amount of silver dopant from 0.1mol% to 1mol%.
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Figure 4: IV curves of single-junction device and tandem devices with doped and undoped TiOx interlayer under standard AM 1.5 solar
simulator illumination when (a) UV filter not removed and (b) UV filter removed.

0.2∼0.4mol%, the Voc increased up to 1.25V∼1.28V, which
is roughly the sum over two single junction devices (0.66V).
The fill factor has also increased nearly 50% compared to
nondoped device, resulting in a PCE ∼ 3.63%± 0.11. For a
higher doping at 1.0mol%, the device shows a slightly higher
fill factor of 0.537 but a reduced Voc of 1.01 V which limits
the PCE to around 2.5%.

By removing the UV filter in the solar simulator, and
illuminating the undoped films, a similar effect was observed
as in literature [18, 19]. The UV light activated the TiOx layer
and removed the “S” curve near Voc, which increases FF from
0.314 up to 0.541. However, no significant change in the IV
curve occurred by UV illumination for the doped TiOx layer
devices.
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4. Conclusion

This work investigated the use of Ag nanoparticles as a
dopant for TiOx films used in organic photovoltaics. Single-
junction devices were fabricated first, to test the TiOx perfor-
mance as an electron transport layer. At the 0.2mol% silver
doping level of the TiOx, the single-layer devices exhibited
improved rectification in the IV curve compared to the
devices with nondoped film. In the model, tandem P3HT
photovoltaic, where the TiOx is used as an interlayer for
transfer, the nanoparticle dopant increased the charge mobil-
ity and removed the Schottky barrier between the second
PEDOT:PSS layer. The tandem solar cells using doped TiOx
film also exhibited the expected addition of the open-circuit
voltage (1.28V) for low doping levels. However, for higher
Ag doping the open circuit voltage begins to drop indicating
misalignment of the energy levels of the system. This work is
applicable to tandemdevices that utilizemultiple bandgaps in
the subcells and suggests that nanoparticle doping schemes
may play an important role in band alignment and carrier
mobility as well as light scattering.
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